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Abstract

In this paper fiuzy subspaces in the direct product of vector spaces has

been discussed. We have proved that if the directproduct of two fuzzy subsets

is a fuzzy subspace then at least one of the fuzzy subsets must be a fuzzy
subspace.
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L. Introduction

The notion of fuzzy subgroup was introduced by A. Rosenfeld in his pioneering

paper [3]. Sherwood [4] studied product of fuzzy subgroups in a generalized form. Ray

[2] also obtained some results on product of fuzzy subgroups. Ali [6] extended the

results of Ray [2] to subrings and ideals. The concepl of fuzzy fields and fuzzy linear

spaces over fuzzy fields were introduced and discussed by Nanda l5). Fuzzy vector

spaces over the real or complex number field were discussed in Katsaras and Liu [ 1 ] . In

this paper we have extended the results of [2] and [6] to vector spaces.
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Definition 1.1. By a fazzy subset of a set X, we mean a function from X into

[0, 1].

The set of all fuzzy subsets of X is called fizzy power set of X and is

denoted by Ix : [0 , 1]*.

Definition 1.2. A fuzzy subset p of a vector space v is said to be a fuzzy

subspaceof V if Va,beV,andoeF

p(a- b) > min (P(a) , P(b) --(D

and p(oa) > p(a) 

-(ii)The set of all fuzty subspaces of V is denoted bV I(10'

Lemma 1.3 If p is a fuzzy subspace of a vector space v then p(0 ) > p(a) v
aeV.

Lemma 1.4 Let p € Iu. Then p is a fuzzy subspace of v if and only if the

level subset p, is a subspace of V Vte Im (p).

2. Direct product of fiazry subspaces

Let U and V be vector spaces over some freld F. Let the zero element of U

bedenotedby 0 and thatofV bedenotedby 0'.Theproduct of U and V,denoted

byUxV,is the set UxV:{(u,v):ueU,veV}'Then UxV isavector

space where addition, inverse and scalar multiplication are defined as

(u,, v,) + (uz, vr) : (u,+ u, v,* v, )

-(u,v)=(-u,-v )

cr(u,v):(cru, ov).Then zeroelement of UxV is(0,0')'

Definition 2.116l. Let p, abe fuzzy subsets of the sets X and Y respectively. The

product of p and o, denotedby p t o, is a fuzzy subset ofX x Y defined as follows:

(p x o)(x, y) = min(p(x), o(y)) V (x, y) e X x Y.
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Theorem 2.2 Letpr be a fuzzy subspace of the vector space u and o be a fuzzy

subspace of the vector sPace V.

Then p x o is a fuzzy subspace of the vector space U x V'

Proof. Let (u,, v,), (u2, vr) e U x V and oeF

Then

(p x o){(u,, v,) - (u, vr)} : (p, o) (u,- ur,'v,- vr)

: min{ }r( ur - ur) , o(v, - vr) }

) min{min(p(u,), r( ur)), min (o( v,), o( vr))}

since p and o are fuzzY subsPaces

: min{min(p(u,), o(v,)), min (p ( ur), o( vr))}

: min{(p x o)(u,, v,), (F x o)(u, vr)}.

Also, (p x o){cr (u,, v,) } = 0, x o)(cru,, ov, )

: min{p (ou,), o(crv,)}

> min {(p ( u'), o( v,)}, since trr and o are fuzzy subspaces

= (p x o)(u,, v,).

Hence p x o is a fuzzy subspace ofU x V'

However if p and c are fuzzy subsets of u and v, respectively such that p x o

rs a fizzy subspace of U x V it is not necessarily true that both p and o are fuzzy

subspace of U and V respectively as is evident from the following example'

Example 2.4. Considerzr: {0,1} and zr: {0"1"2'\ as additive Abelian groups' Z,

is also a field. clearly Zris avector space over itself. Also zr'is avector space over Z,

wherescalarmultiplicationisdefinedas(0"0)+0,(0"1)+0,(1"0)-+0,(1"i)+ 1'

(2',0')-+0,(2',0)-+0.LetpandobefuzzysubsetsofZrandZrrespectivelygiven
by p: {(0, .7), (1, .6)} and o: {(0, '9), (1, l), (2, '8)}' The tuzzy subset p x o of

ZrxZ, is givenby p, o= {((0,0),.7), ((0, 1), '7),(0,2),'7)' (1' 0)''6)' (1' 1)''6)'
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(1,2),.6)). Then p x o is a fizzy subspace of Z, x Z, as each level subset is crisp.

subspace. However o is not a fuzzy subspace of Z, as or = { 1 } is not subspace of 2,.

In the following theorems we assume that U and V are vector spaces over

some filed F. We will show that if p x o is a fizzy subspace of the direct product

U r Y then at least one of p or o is a, fuzzy subspace of U or V.

Theorem 2.5. Let p and o be fizzy subsets of U and V, respectively.

If p x oisa fuzzy subspace of U x V, then at least one of the following

statements must hold.

p(0)>o(v)VveV ..'(v)
o(0')2p(u)VaeU ..(vi)

Proof. Since U and V are vector spaces, U x V is also a vector space. Let p x obe

a fuzzy subspace of U x V.

By contraposition, suppose that none of the statements (v) and (vi) hold'

Then we can findu eU and v eV such that p(u) > o-(0') and o(v) > p(0)'

Now, (p x o)(u, v): min(p(u), o(v)) > min (o(0'), p(0)): (p x o)(0, 0').

Thus (u, v) eU x Y (0, 0') is the zero of thevector space U x V, and p x o is

a fuzzy subspace of U x V satisfying

(p x o)(u, v) > (p x o)(0, 0'). Which contradicts the Lemma 1.3.

Hence either p(0) > o(v) V v eV or o(0') 2 p(u) V u eU.

Theorem 2.6.Let p and obefuzzy subsets of UandV respectively.If p x o is a

fuzzy subspace ofU " V then either p is a fuzzy subspace ofU or V is a fizzy
subspace of V

Proof. Suppose p x o is a fuzzy subspace of U x V, Then by Theorem 2.5 one of
the following statements hold:

p(0)>o(v)VveV ...(v)
6(0')>p(u) VueU ...(vi)
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Suppose (ii) holds.

Since u and v are vector spaces, u x v is also a vector space with the zero

element (0,0').

Let x, y €U, then (x, 0'), (y, 0') e U x V .

Now using the property o(0') > p(u) V u e U ,

we have, V x, ye U ,

p(x- y) = min (p(x- y), 6(0'))

: min (p(x-y) , o(0'- 0'))

:(p"o)(x-y,0,-0,)

: (p r o){(x, 0') - (y, 0,)}

> min{(p x o)( x, 0'), (p x oxy, 0'), since F xo is afuzzy subspace

: min{min (p(x), o(0')), min (p(y), o(0'))}

: min{(p(x), (p(y)}

Also, for cre F, we have

p(ax): min(p(u-r) , o(0'))

: min (p(ox), o(cr 0'))

: (p x o)(o(x, 0'))

2 (p * o)(x,0'), since p x o is afuzzy subspace

: min{(p(x), o(0')}

Hence p is a fuzzy subspace of U.

Analogously we can show that if (i) holds then o is a fuzzy subspace of V.
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Corollary 2.8. Let p1 , pl , , F. be fizzy subsets of the vector spaces

IJl, IJ2, ., IJ, respectively' If ;r, x p, x . F" is a fiizzy subspace of

U,x Urx . .U",thenatleastforone i, p,(0,)> p1(x) Vx eUu,k: 1, 2,''',1',
where 0 denotes the zero element of U,'

corollary 2.9.Let p1 , p1 , pn be a fuzzy subsets of the vector spaces IJ,,

Ur,. ..,lJ,respectively.If p,x Pzx. . p"is afuzry subspaceofU,xlJrx' IJ,,

then at least for one i, p. is a fiizzy subspace of Ur.
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